NFSv4.1 I-D Review Planning

How to complete NFSv4.1

Spencer Shepler
I-D Stages

• Stage-0
  – Major restructuring complete
  – Inclusion of all functionality
  – Complete dot-x
  – Consensus wrt required implementation experience
I-D Stages

• Stage-1
  – All intro and explanatory text complete
  – IANA and Security Considerations complete
  – First review of I-D for:
    • Normative language (MAY/SHOULD/MUST)
    • Intra-document consistency
    • Missing explanatory text
    • General ambiguities
I-D Stages

• Stage-2
  – Implementation reports
  – Major copyediting work complete
  – Second full document review for:
    • Normative language
    • Document consistency
    • Minor editorial issues
  – Input from other working group (?)
I-D Stages

• Stage-3
  – Working Group Last Call (final prep)
I-D Review Planning

- Who is willing or should review I-D?
- At what point?
- Review assignments?
- Restructure of stages?
- Other suggestions?